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 Abstract  

The research aims to highlight the importance of leadership in the business field, with reference 

to case studies of effective and ineffective leaders. The study explains the measures which makes 

a leader effective and helps him to lead the followers towards success. For this purpose, study 

includes analysis of leadership methods, being used by two famous leaders; John Legere, CEO of 

T-Mobile and Bernard Hees, CEO of Kraft Heinz Company. There exist many theories and 

leadership styles which helps the leader to become effective and smart. An effective leader has 

good characteristic of leadership which enables him to achieve organizational objectives and 

goals on the right time. Furthermore, effective leadership enables the people to remain loyal to 
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their leaders and become more productive and smart to let their leader progress.  Thus, the goal 

of the current research is to evaluate how these leadership styles and theories makes a leader 

effective, and why an effective leader is important for the success of an organization. 

Introduction 

Leader play’s significant role in the organizational success. Thus, an effective leader is 

the one who understand the requirements of time, establish strong strategies, make proper 

schedule, develop healthy relationship with workforce, and struggle hard for the loyalty and 

satisfaction of stakeholders. On the other hand, ineffective leaders remain authoritative and self-

centered and do not focus on what is required for the success of organization. Thus, to better 

understand the difference of effective and ineffective leaders, study will focus on the leadership 

style of John Legere and Bernard Hees. 

 John Legere is the CEO of T-Mobile who took effective steps to gain stakeholders’ 

loyalty, satisfaction, and following (Feloni, 2016). On the other hand Bernard Hees is CEO of 

Kraft Heinz who remained self-centered and lost his followers due to his ineffective leadership 

and communication strategies (Barge, 2012). As their leadership styles also left deep impact on 

the organizational success, therefore the study will focus on how effective leadership is crucial 

for the attainment of organizational objectives. 

Statement of Problem 

 Leadership plays significant role in the success of an organization. A leader is the one 

who leads the entire workforce to specific point, guide them, help them, communicate with them 

regarding different matters, analyze the situation, and take effective decisions on time. In this all 

process, there are multiple factors which may affect the leadership style, such as authoritative 
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approach, or lack of confidence. Now, the project aims to study the effectiveness of the leaders 

via analysis of two famous leaders; John Legere, CEO of T-Mobile and Bernard Hees, CEO of 

Kraft Heinz Company. The study is of great significance as it is important to understand how 

effective or good leader focus on his goals and utilize good decision making skills for his people.  

 An effective leader has good characteristic of leadership which enables him to achieve 

organizational objectives and goals on the right time. Furthermore, effective leadership enables 

the people to remain loyal to their leaders and become more productive and smart to let their 

leader progress. Good leadership develop better relationship between leader and the follower 

which creates environment of trust and harmony, and makes it easy to adjust in all situations. 

 

Five Models of Personality and Traits of Leader 

 Before going into the detailed analysis of effective and ineffective leader, it is crucial to 

understand the personality and traits of a leader. Several theories have been introduced to define 

the characteristics of a good leader. The analysis reveals that a leader can be effective or 

ineffective, depending on the nature of job and implementation of strategies. However, either 

effective or ineffective, a leader must have some specific personality traits, which help him in 

taking decisions and adopting strategies for the betterment of the people. 

 Timothy A. Judge presented a research “Big Five Personality Traits” in 2002, which 

became very popular to understand what personality traits are crucial for a leader (Judge, 2002). 

The study identified that big five personality traits are openness to experience, conscientiousness, 

extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Now it is crucial to evaluate these all traits in 
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details to understand how these traits affect the leadership, and help the leader to perform well at 

all levels. 

1- Openness 

It is the first important trait for the leader. It means that leader must remain active and 

aware of things happening in his surroundings. In other words, the openness means that 

the leader must remain informed, curious, and insightful of what is happening around him 

and evaluate its impact on the organization or the people. The leaders with high openness 

are more likely to analyze the risky situations and take immediate actions. This enables 

them to bring novel and unconventional ideas and viewpoints for the organization and 

work hard for the better of people or the stakeholders. Even if it is about the political 

leader then openness enable him to analyze and evaluate what challenges can affect the 

nation in future and thus timely interventions bring great advantages for the nation. In 

this way, openness in a leader help him to lead an organization or a country through his 

active approach towards everything and knowledge of what is happening around.  

2- Conscientiousness 

It is the ability of the leader to perform all tasks with perfection while following the 

social norms efficiently. It enables the leaders to establish their goals, make goal-oriented 

plans, and delay gratification. It keeps the person dutiful and highly aim oriented. As all 

the organizations demand for the leaders who are more goal oriented and lead them to 

success through attainment of objective, so conscientious leader fits best for such 

organizations. The best thing about conscientious leader is that he/she does not take 

spontaneous decision, due to which chances of risks are lower. Also, these leaders do not 
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leave anything undone and so it enables them to maintain discipline in organization and 

motivate the staff to perform all tasks on time and with higher efficiency. 

3- Extraversion 

It means that the leader must be easy going and social person. For a leader, it is must to 

understand the stakeholders’ demands and this can only be done when he is social enough 

to get into the situations. An extravert leader is good in communication and thus he 

communicates with people, listens to their issues, and gives suggestions as solution. He is 

the person who enjoys being in gatherings, encourages group discussions, motivate 

employees to get involved in decision making, and remain enthusiastic to boost 

workforce for better productivity. In this way, the leader motivates the employees to 

perform well, enhance their activity level, and improve workplace environment through 

their cheerful attitudes (Mandell, & Pherwani, 2013).  

4- Agreeableness 

It is one of the best traits of an effective leader, which can enable him to be warm, 

friendly, and tactful. The employees work for their better future but in return they expect 

a family like relationship at workplace. Though, professional attainments demand the 

strict policies and productive workplace environment but sometimes being a family 

brings more advantages. Thus, agreeableness enables the leader to be more optimistic and 

appreciate his workforce. In other words, it makes a person a good leader, who is 

empathetic and compassionate. It also enables the leader to be good listener, who listen to 

the workforce’s suggestion and appreciate their efforts. This is not only good for a leader, 

but also agreeableness enables a person to understand others and respect their opinions in 

normal life (Lebowitz, 2016).  
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5- Neuroticism 

This trait is taken as negative, as it makes an individual too moody and stressed. It is the 

trait which enhances feelings of anxiety, anger, frustration, fear, and jealousy. Also, 

sometimes it makes a leader lonely. Thus, if a leader is having this personality trait then it 

means he can never focus on the objectives; rather he will be more concerned towards his 

depression and mood. Workplace does not run through moods; rather it requires proper 

emotional control of the leader and his openness to the facts. Thus, a good leader always 

tries his best to avoid neuroticism and remain positive (Fiedler, 2000). However, 

sometimes the leaders also use neuroticism to create slight pressure over the workforce 

and enhance their productivity, but this requires great control over emotions and better 

knowledge of what is going on in the surrounding.  

Personality Traits in Selected Leaders 

 When analyzing the selected leaders; John Legere and Bernard Hees, from through these 

five traits, their effectiveness becomes clear. John Legere is an effective leader because he is 

quite open with his experiences, listen to the employees’ issues, having agreeable behavior, and 

extravert personality. This makes him the suitable and effective leader. Most importantly, he has 

maintained good social connections with his competitors and avoid being moody at workplace.  

 On the other hand, Bernard Hees is very unpopular amongst the audience due to his 

neurotic approach. He is more moody and stressed due to which he takes quick and wrong 

decisions. Also, his behavioral problems and issues lead to several workplace conflicts and 

demotivate employees to perform well for the better future of organization. Thus, his traits make 

him ineffective leader. 
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Leader’s Theory X and Theory Y  

 McGregor presented the concept of Theory X and Theory Y in 1950. These theories 

mainly focused on styles of leadership. Theory X depicts the authoritative approach of the leader, 

whereas Theory Y depicts the democratic style of leadership. These two styles of leadership have 

a different link to the management skills and therefore it is crucial to analyze which style is being 

used by the effective and ineffective leaders. Fiedler (2017) also discussed the importance of 

Theory X and Theory Y in better understanding the leadership styles and measure effectiveness 

of the leaders. The study (Fiedler, 2017) discussed that these theories are based on the 

assumptions, where Theory X depicts the authoritative leadership style. This simply means that 

the leader with authoratitive appraoch follows this theory. In some cases, the follow up of 

Theory X can be beneficial to motivate the employees and guide them the right way, such as in 

military forces. However, in the organizations, stakehodlers demand a freedom and thus being 

authoritative may not work too well for the leaders and may influence their followers’ 

perspections. On the other hand, Theory Y depicts the democratic appraoch of the leaders, which 

enable them to involve the stakholders in decision making and direct them towards the objectives 

efficiently (Fiedler, 2017). 

 Feloni (2016) elaborated the leadership traits and styles of the John Legere. According to 

him (Feloni, 2016), John Legere follows Theory Y Leadership style, through which he generates 

a democratic environment and motivates the employees to share their thoughts regarding 

organizational policies. He also engage all stakeholders in deicision making process which make 

the team enthusiastic about their work and motivate them to work in a friendly workplace 

environment. In this way, employees listen to the his decisions and work hard to lead the 

company towards high level of success.  
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On the other hand, Lucas (2019) highlighted the leadership traits and styles of Bernard 

Hees, who follows Theory X to be more authoratitive at workplace. He develops strategies for 

the workplace and then conduct a meeting to inform the stakeholders regarding his policies. He 

impose his deicisons over the workers without analyze their strengths and skills and thus it 

demotivates employees to perform well. Also, it generates workplace conflicts as stressful 

workplace environment leads to several misunderstandings and mismanagement. In this way, his 

employees fail to perform well for project completions.  

Ethics of a Leader 

 Along with leadership styles, being ethical is of great importance. Therefore, it is crucial 

to analyze the traits and characteristics of the ethical leader. According to a study (Acquino, 

2019), an ethical leader is the one who gives respect to all humans and deal with them in a 

humble and polite manner. A leader must not discriminate his followers or workers on the basis 

of their color, capabilities, gender, and age. He must see all with one eye, and should encourage 

everyone to play their part with best struggles. An ethical leader works on the principles of 

equality and appreciation and listens to the problems of his employees and resolves the matters 

with neutral approach.  

 Pool (2010) highlighted that ethical leaders follow justice, beneficence, nonmaleficence, 

fidelity, accoutnability, veracity, and autonomy. Now when analyzing these all characteristics in 

the selected leaders, John Legere has been more ethical in his appraoch than Bernard Hees 

(Feloni, 2016). Though both have good qualities and they work on the priniciple of equality but 

still Bernard could not follow all principles of ethics because being authoritative made him rude 

with his followers at several stages. Also, an ethical leader has character, clear vision, mental 
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fortitude, and desire to success. Thus, John Legere proved to be more ethical due to his clear 

vision, supportive attituce, mental foritutde, and positive character (Feloni, 2016; Acquino, 

2019). 

Leader Motivation  

 Motivation is the key component of success for a leader because it enables him/her to 

achieve something in life. When a leader is motivated to perform well, he uses his all skills with 

active mind and struggle hard to achieve the project objectives. For this purpose, he plan for the 

project carefully, keeps all stakeholders satisfied, and work as a team. He also keeps the team 

motivated to perform well and struggle hard and lead the project towards success. The leader 

evaluates all risks and ensures the project is being completed within specified deadline and time 

limit.  

Feloni (2016) explained the charismatic and charming personality of John Legere. Legere 

is highly motivated and thus he also use his motivational approach to boost the employees’ 

energy and convince them to work hard for the company’s objectives. He also announces great 

rewards for the team to keep them motivated and develop good relationship with them. Feloni 

(2016) further explained that John Legere is a visionary leader and has persuasive characteristics 

to convince the employees and develop better relationship with them. He set up solid objectives 

for the workers and guide them how to perform well. Not only this, but also Legere stands with 

the team members in times of difficulties and guide them how to come out of the situation and 

lead the team towards success. 

On the other hand, Lucas (2019) discussed the leadership style of Bernard Hees, who 

lacks in his motivational appraoch. Hees never focus on motivating his people; instead he 
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remains more authoritative and pass his orders to let the employees know what they are going to 

do. This leaves negative impact on the employees’ energy and thsu they fail to perform well or to 

attain the project objective efficiently. Also, his decision making skills are weak due to which 

team remains confused and get involved in several workplace conflicts (Lucas, 2019).  

Conclusively, both leaders have different motivational approach towards their team and 

therefore they attain the project objectives in different ways. Legere is more motivational and so 

he leads the team to success efficiently (Feloni, 2016), whereas Hees is more authoritative and so 

he fails to direct his team the right way towards success (Lucas, 2019). 

Contingency Leadership  

 Contingency leadership explains the effectiveness of the leaders to perform well in 

different situation. Fiedler (2017) explained the contingency of leaders to evaluate how it helps 

them to work hard in tough times. A good leader is the one who take effective decisions on time 

and lead efficiently during the disaster, whereas ineffective leader can never take the right 

decision in particular situation and remains more focused to impose power over the workers in 

all situations.  

 Long (2016) highlighted the contingency nature of the John Legere, who knew how to 

deal with different situations efficiently. He always analyzed the risks and uncertainties and then 

took decision accordingly. Legere never used his power to force employees; rather he used his 

brain to resolve the matters efficiently and lead the team towards the right target.  

 On the other hand, Lucas (2019) explained that Bernard Hees was more concerned to 

impose his power over the workers. He never tried to analyze different situations; instead he 

thought power is the key to success. Therefore, Hees always forced his workers to do whatever is 
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ordered but this generated a frustrated workplace environmenta nd thus lead to ineffective 

performance of the leader. 

 Influential Styles of the Leaders 

 An effective leader is the one who use multiple influential skills to maintain goodwill and 

healthy relationship with the followers. It enhances the effectiveness of leadership style and 

convinces the followers to follow the leader’s instructions. Feloni (2016) elaborated that John 

Legere has charismatic personality and he was well aware of how to negotiate with followers and 

convince them to follow his instructions. He always used multiple communication skills to 

enhance the influence of his words. He used different negotiation skills and focused on how to 

keep the followers satisfied by being agreed with whatever they demanded or discussed. The 

loyalty in words convinced the followers to agree with their leader and thus made his leadership 

style more effective (Feloni, 2016).  

 On the other hand, Pool (2010) discussed how the lack of capability of using the 

influential skills keep leader unable to convince his followers for anything. Though Bernard 

Hees also had charismatic personality but he could not use negotiating skills to convince his 

followers to follow his instructions; rather he remained more authoritative and ordered whatever 

he found is better for organization. An effective leader understands what to convey to the 

followers and then listens to their perspectives. On the contrary, Bernard Hees was more focused 

on telling what he thought was enough for the followers and never had listening capability to 

negotate with followers. This contributed to a stressed situation at workplace where followers 

found them as out-grouped. Finally, this made Hees’ leadership style ineffective. 
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Communication Skills 

 It is very important for the leader to adopt effective communication skills and leave a 

positive influence over the followers. Good communication skills enable the leader to create a 

deep impact on the followers’ perspectives (Chaudhry, 2015). Currently, the leaders also adopt 

multiple strategies, such as buildup of social media platforms, and campaigns to enhance their 

connection with followers and leave deep impact via their communication methods. Such 

strategies are crucial to keep followers updated with everything and convince them to follow 

their leader’s instructions. 

 Long (2016) highlighted how John Legere, CEO of T-Mobile, gained great fame through 

social media with incredible followership of 2.8 million on Twitter, and great followership on 

Facebook and Instagram. This reflects the people had great trust over legere’s decision making, 

and his communication skills convinced the followers to stay in touch and follow his 

instructions. This also brought great benefits for the T-Mobile, as it increased the clients and left 

great positive impact on sales (Long, 2016).  

 Jung (2018) highlighted how Bernard Hees, CEO of Kraft Heiz, did not focused on his 

public communication. His ineffective communication skills contributed to low fan following on 

social media, due to which people remained unaware of his strategies. He never focused on 

keeping his followers satisfied and updated, which also reduced the clients of Kraft Heiz, and led 

his to severe loss. Further, he always remained authoritative and thus he never gave value to his 

followers’ perspectives. This caused severe loss to his leadership style and organizational 

progress, and thus proved him ineffective leader (Jung, 2018). 
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Transformational Vs. Charismatic Leadership Style 

 Charismatic leadership style depends on the persuasiveness and appeal of the leader. 

These leaders are highly driven by their feelings and motivation. On the other hand, 

transformational leadership style enables the leaders to build strong connection with team to 

implement some effective changes within the organization (White, 2018). Moreover, 

transformational leaders are environment-friendly and help their team in every matter to enhance 

their performance.  

 Long (2016) explained that John Legere, CEO of T-Mobile,  is an effective leader due to 

his effective leadership style and helpful approach towards team building. He used 

transformational leadership style to encourage his people and make several changes within the 

organization to make it perfect as per market demand. For this all purpose, Legere worked 

properly on the business model through analysis of corporate culture, opportunities for the 

workers, and delegate proprietorship in the workplace environment  (Long, 2016).  

 On the other hand, Jung (2018) highlighted that Bernard Hees, CEO of Kraft Heiz,  used 

charismatic leadership style to pass orders to his followers. He was motivated to achieve his 

personal goals and his emotions overwhelmed the entire project performances. He never thought 

of how to encourage the workers via helping them rather he was more authoritative and rude to 

the employees and never gave them space to discuss the issues. This left worst impact on the 

team performance and thus led the organization towards a decline. 

Conclusion 

 The project aimed to focus on effectiveness and ineffectiveness of the leaders with 

reference to two well-known leaders. The analysis revealed that John Legere is an effective 
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leader due to his good leadership style approach and effective communication skills. He used 

democratic approach to develop a healthy relationship with his follower and his transformational 

approach enabled him to develop immense respect in the society. His openness and innovation 

allowed him to connect with people freely and guide them at every point, which enhanced 

workers’ productivity too.  

 On the other hand, Bernard Hees is an ineffective leader due to his over authoritative and 

charismatic approach. He had implemented bad policies and then forced people to follow them. 

His neurotic nature never let him communicate with his people freely and thus left worst impact 

on his career, as well as organizational success. He was never open to his people and his 

authoritative approach caused business to collapse in less than no time. 
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